
Artist:Â Emily SundbladVenue:Â Campoli Presti, ParisExhibition Title:Â Promenade des AnglaisDate: September 12 â€“ October 17, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available
after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Campoli Presti, ParisPress Release:Emily Sundbladâ€™s fast red monochromes were painteden plein air on a marble balcony of the Hotel Negresco in Nice, overlooking the
iconic Promenade des Anglais. Standing in the moldy footprints of Matisse, who painted these same views from 1919-1920, Sundblad notates the tough and weedy kitsch of palms like calligraphy. A sort of quick retinal
alphabet or painted-out postcard. Itâ€™s the summer of COVID19 and, from the clogged beach up to the secluded alcoholic villas in the hills, thereâ€™s a faded- out, rotten Cote dâ€™Azur glamour-feeling, timeless and
indestructible. In 1983, The Hotel Negresco served as the backdrop for Elton Johnâ€™s â€œIâ€™m Still Standingâ€•. Mme Jeanne Augier, the Negrescoâ€™s owner who died last year at the age of 95, once told Bill
Gates that purchasing the hotel would be well beyond his means. This moldiness has no price, she meant: a time zone inaccessible to a contemporary technocrat. Amanda Lear got it, and sheâ€™s still living it. In Mme
Augierâ€™s will, she stated that the hotel must always remain independently owned and most of her fortune was bequeathed to help the poor and animals in need. Her establishment was used as a makeshift hospital for
the victims of the terrorist attack on Promenade des Anglais on Bastille Day, 2016.These paintings are installed behind a glossy red door on which Sundblad has painted an orchid, evoking allmoge &#8211; the traditional
Swedish 18th century farmer style of decorating utilitarian objects, often with floral motifs. Paintings of roses in plastic glasses, which hang in the downstairs gallery, were made with Edouard Manetâ€™s still life
â€œRoses dans un verre Ã  champagneâ€• in mind.Exiled from New York due to travel restrictions, Sundblad has been spending the summer of COVID19 in and around Nice. The works in the exhibition evoke this
singular setting, hallucinating the ideal of a unique context from which art can be experienced and socialized. Leopards, a tiger and a monkey join Caroline Blackwood and self-portraits of the artist, hanging around an
infinity pool with th Mediterranean hovering in the distance. Here, painting-time is as fast as jotting down notes and as slow as a summer that doesnâ€™t start or end. The problem is how to access contemporary
experience and if we can ever find our way back to â€œnow,â€• as news of uprisings in the U.S. burn up the phone: is it also now in New York?Assuming all art involves impersonation and collaboration, Sundblad is also
a singer, actress, and co-owner of the gallery Reena Spaulings. The gallery, created in 2003, was named after Bernadette Corporation&#8217;s collectively authored novel set in post-9/11 New York City about a fictional
fashion-world â€œit girlâ€•, an idea of personhood now seeming as antiquated as that of the independently owned smallbusiness or art as romance.Emily Sundblad (b. 1977, DalsjÃ¶fors, Sweden) lives and works in New
York. Recent exhibitions include: Galerie Neu, Berlin (2019);Â El Beso, House of Gaga, Mexico City (2019);Â Charline, Xavier Hufkens, Brussels (2017); Emily Sundblad: Dichterliebe/Divine Bitches, The Kitchen, New
York (2016); TheÂ ALMANAC 14: Emily Sundblad, Charles Ray , Le Consortium, Dijon (2014); Absolut, White Flag Projects, St. Louis (2013);Â Emily Sundblad/Margaret Lee, Off Vendome, DÃ¼sseldorf (2013). Her work
was featured in Double Lives, MUMOK, Vienna (2019) and was part of the Whitney Biennial (2014).For further information and images please contact Elena De Leo elena@campolipresti.comLink: Emily Sundblad at
Campoli PrestiThe post Emily Sundblad at Campoli Presti first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Dominique KnowlesVenue:Â Soccer Club Club, ChicagoExhibition Title:Â The Sun SinksDate: September 28
â€“ October 23, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Soccer Club Club, ChicagoPress Release:I remember being home and
just watching a storm from the horizonWalk over like a cloak of deathThe rain was so thick that it looked like another cloud, a phantomThough other clouds near it would cause the sunâ€™s light to bounce off of it,And
create a different lightItâ€™s strange seeing a sunset and a storm togetherSoon the storm reaches the land and youâ€™re in the rain, All under the glow of the sunset-Dominique KnowlesThe Sun Sinks is on view by
appointment only for a limited number of guests, Monday &#8211; Friday 10am &#8211; 6pm. In-person attendees must wear a mask while in the gallery! The artist has created a billboard mural adjacent to the
galleryâ€™s facade, which functions as an exterior satellite to the works exhibited inside, and is freely viewable from the street. The Sun Sinks is accompanied on our website by a streamable playlist of Drag City releases
selected by the artist in conversation with the works on display. For inquiries and appointments please contact the gallery at art@dragcity.com.Link: Dominique Knowles at Soccer Club ClubThe post Dominique Knowles
at Soccer Club Club first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Sung TieuVenue:Â Emalin, LondonExhibition Title: What is your |x|?Date: September 19 â€“ November 7, 2020Note: A text associated with the
exhibition is available here.Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:&nbsp;Images courtesy of Emalin, London. Photos by Plastiques.Press
Release:Emalin is pleased to present What is your |x|?, a solo exhibition of new works and a site-specific installation by Sung Tieu. This is the artistâ€™s first solo exhibition with the gallery.What is your |x|? considers
how our internal voices influence the material outcome of our decisions. On the central wall, a quasi-bank vault cut from sheets of stainless steel &#8211; titled Natal Chart 12 July 1987, Sunday 06:46 USZ6 &#8211;
07:00 Hai Duong, Vietnam; 20Â°N56â€™ 106Â°E19â€™; Geocentric &#8211; Tropical &#8211; Porphyry &#8211; True Node to 15 August 2020, Sat 09:46 USZ6 &#8211; 7:00 Hai Duong, Vietnam; 20Â°N56â€™
106Â°E19â€™; Geocentric &#8211; Tropical &#8211; Porphyry &#8211; True NodeÂ (2020) &#8211; holds at its centre a silkscreened mirror displaying Tieuâ€™s birth chart, including its transition to 2020 on the outer
circles. The heavy steel structure, made from 3mm sheets layered on top of each other, presents a snapshot of the sky at the exact time and location of the artistâ€™s birth. For the realisation of this project, Tieu had her
stars interpreted by astrologist Zoe Mercury, probing her about the potential alternative lives she could have lived.Eight large doors each host a text in the font Goldman Sans silkscreened on a mirrored window. The
written content is derived from the artistâ€™s conversations with the astrologer and designate the interior voices of eight different character traits and their respective mental states. Articulated in the form of horoscopes
addressing an unknown â€˜youâ€™, the texts describe distinct psychological conditions, alluding to potential decisions made along the way. The doors are cut from the same stainless steel mounted against the walls of
the space, trompe lâ€™Å“il and oversized with nowhere to go. The series &#8211; titled Pleasure Scenario, Breakdown ScenarioÂ or Ego Scenario(all 2020) &#8211; assumes tones that are humorous and tongue in
cheek at times, serious and bleak at others. The doors introduce perceptions a person might hold in relation to themselves, and with it, their potential outlook on life. Drawing on Jungâ€™s eight Personality Types, they
explore the psyche based on three dichotomies: introversion vs. extraversion, thinking vs. feeling, sensation vs. intuition.In What is your |x|?, Tieuâ€™s ongoing research into psychology and its potential susceptibility for
manipulation spills into the sphere of the personal. How does the sound of our inner voices guide and shape our material world? What do we differentiate as mental health versus mental illness? Why are certain character
traits deemed more desirable than others? And how is that dividing line established based on societal norms and economic pressures?Sung Tieu (b. 1987, Hai Duong, VN) lives and works in Berlin and London. She
completed her BFA at the University of Fine Arts Hamburg, Germany, in 2013, and the Postgraduate Programme at the Royal Academy of Arts, London, in 2018. Recent solo exhibitions include Zugzwang, Haus der
Kunst (Munich, DE, 2020); In Cold Print, Nottingham Contemporary (Nottingham, UK, 2020); Park Piece, Fragile (Berlin, DE, 2019); Formative Years on Dearth, Parrhesiades (London, UK, 2019) and Loveless, Piper Keys
(London, UK, 2019). Forthcoming exhibitions include Paranoia TV, Steirischer Herbst (Graz, AT, 2020); AUSGEZEICHNET #5: Sung Tieu, Kunstmuseum Bonn (Bonn, DE, 2021); INFORMATION (Today), Kunsthalle
Basel (Basel, CH, 2021); In the Forest, Even the Air Breathes, GAMeC Museum (Bergamo, IT); Taipei Fine Arts Museum (Taipei, TW, 2021) and Though Itâ€™s Dark, I Still Sing, curated by Jacopo Crivelli Visconti, 34th
Bienal de SÃ£o Paulo (SÃ£o Paulo, BR, 2021).&nbsp;Footnotes*The stainless steel mirror sheets are grade 304 / 1.4301. Each sheet weighs 23.75 kg per square meter.*â€˜Natal Chart 12 July 1987, Sun 06:46 USZ6
&#8211; 07:00 Hai Duong,Vietnam; 20Â°N56â€™ 106Â°E19â€™; Geocentric -Tropical &#8211; Porphyry &#8211; True Node to 15 August 2020, Sat 09:46 USZ6 &#8211; 7:00 Hai Duong, Vietnam; 20Â°N56â€™
106Â°E19â€™; Geocentric -Tropical &#8211; Porphyry -True Nodeâ€™ (2020):TheTwelth House in astrology, which encloses most of the planets inTieuâ€™s birth chart, represents the realm of collective unconscious. It
is the house of the inner soul, secrets, creativity and spirituality. It also represents the house of entrapment, isolation and mental illness.*The scenarios described on the door windows explore the psyche based on three
dichotomies, after C. G. Jung: introversion versus extraversion, thinking versus feeling, sensation versus intuition.*The font used in the exhibition isÂ Goldman Sans, a typeface Goldman Sachs released in June 2020. As
their license outlines, the font is free to use for any purpose as long as the user does not utilise it to criticise the company Goldman Sachs.Link: Sung Tieu at EmalinThe post Sung Tieu at Emalin first appeared on
Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Ei ArakawaVenue:Â Galerie Max Mayer, DÃ¼sseldorfExhibition Title:Â Fees &amp; NerfDate: September 4 â€“ October 31, 2020Note: Lyrics and notes associated with the exhibition are
available for download here and here.Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Videos:Ei Arakawa &amp; Dan Poston, Family Dollar (Social Capital), 2020,
6:50Ei Arakawa, MONEY TRIGGERS (after the short interviews II), 2020, 12:50ï»¿Ei Arakawa, Soba-An Structure Performance, 2020, 2:30Images courtesy of Galerie Max Mayer, DÃ¼sseldorf. Photos by Katja
Illner.Press Release:Forms of performance as well as the potential of collaboration form the core of Ei Arakawa&#8217;s (born 1977 in Fukushima, lives in Los Angeles) artistic practice. In his new works, which have
emerged in recent months from a productive confrontation with the effects of COVID-19, Arakawa addresses questions of value creation and circulation within various forms of artistic work as well as the instability of
existing systems.Out of the situation of not being able to be active as a performer in the last months, he has developed new LED-paintings, which are reactivations of his own performances, that have been realized at the
Berlin Biennale, MoMA, New York and the Tate Modern, London. In terms of content and form, these tie in with his Performance People: a series of works that embody historical performances by other artists* through
animating their natal charts. His new works display coins in the local currencies of the original performances, which, measured by the fees he received for them, show the respective value of the artistic work in one-minute
animations. He thus shifts the perspective to the artistic subject Ei Arakawa, who is both the recipient of the royalties and the signifier of the value of his work. This is also evident in the work Ei (Egg), for which Arakawa
has laid out his first name in stacks of coins. In the abstraction of the name from the body of its wearer, the instability of the meaning of terms becomes evident in passing through different contexts. And just as terms as
containers absorb the context of their respective use, artistic subjectivities become containers of their own history. In this way, the art system resembles currency systems: the value of 
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